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5.6-I Orchestrating a Class Discussion toward Defining Function 
(Introduction to the Concept of Function) 
 

Context: 

A class of middle school students who have been working on the Vending Machine task 
designed for introducing the function concept. 

 
Here is a copy of the Vending Machine task designed for introducing the 
concept of function. 

 

Goal: 

The teacher’s goal is to help students identify the important components of a definition 
for function and to guide the class in coming up with an agreed upon definition that will 
be used going forward. 
 

Scenario: 

After students have had an opportunity to work in small groups and have written their 
rough draft definition of function, the teacher brings the whole class together for a 
discussion about the definitions they have written. 

Note: The teacher has monitored the room and recorded the definitions for each 

student, see the teacher’s monitoring sheet on page 5-6. 

 
Teacher:  Gale and Frank, would you both like to share your rough draft 

definitions of function?  
 

[Gale and Frank place their definitions on the document camera so the class can 
see them both at the same time. The Vending Machine task applet is also 
projected for the class to see.] 
 
Gale:  I said if you input a direction to the vending machine it will output 

the same drink every time, even if it's not the drink I clicked.  
 
Frank:  I said a function is when the input gives the same output.  
 
Teacher:  Gale’s and Frank’s rough draft definitions both have aspects that I 

really like! What do you notice about these two definitions?  
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Q1. Imagine that you are the teacher. Write the next 8 - 10 lines (i.e., talk turns) of 
dialogue for how you would continue this discussion using additional students’ 
definitions and the Vending Machine applet to work toward a class definition of function. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Q2. Provide a rationale for why you decided to continue the discussion in this way. 
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Q3. What do you think Gale is thinking about function? 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Q4. Would you want to see Gale’s thinking shift during the discussion? (If yes, how 
would you want Gale’s thinking to shift during the discussion?) 
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Q5. What do you think Frank is thinking about function? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Q6. Would you want to see Frank’s thinking shift during the discussion? (If yes, how 
would you want Frank’s thinking to shift during the discussion?) 
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Teacher’s Monitoring Sheet 

Student Rough Draft Definitions 

 
Table 1: Teacher's Monitoring Sheet of Students' Rough Draft Definitions 

Student Definition 

Aarin Function: The word function may mean (in vending machine terms), 
when you input something, even though you may not get what you 
asked for, you will only get one type of it. Not multiple types, as your 
output. 

Bailey Whatever you input into the vending machine, you know the output 
which makes it reliable. 

Camden Function - when you do to an input , you get the exact same output 
every time.  

David The input is what you select and the output is what you get out. The 
input is always consistent with the output in a function.  

Ebonee If a function then the output is the same every time and if non function 
the output is different and not consistent every time.  

Frank  A function is when the input gives the same output.  

Gale Function: If you input a direction to the vending machine it will output 
the same drink every time, even if it’s not the drink I clicked.  

Hallie Input & output are the same then its a function. And you should get 
one thing not more than one thing.  

Leisha The input and will always that the same output.  

Jaden A function is something outputs what you click consistently.  

Kyle Function - When you input something, the output always will stay the 
same.  
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Student Definition 

Landri Something that is consistent. It does the same thing every time you 
try.  

Mac A function is when it inputs the right colored can. A non function is 
when it outputs the wrong colored can.  

Nate Function is when we put the input as something say green and the 
output will always be the same thing even if it's a different color. Ex: 
in - green  out - blue every time.  

Olive function - Is when the input gets a consistent output.  

Paulo For all the inputs, you can rely on the same output each time.  

Quinn Function is when you put an input the output will never change/ 
always be the same.  

Robert The definition for a function is the consistent output of an item based 
on the input.  

Sadie A function is something that when you choose a certain input it has to 
have a consistent output.  

Tanner Function has to be specific between what you input and what comes 
output.  
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